S1. Characterization of aerosol transmission in the CL instrument NOy inlet
Agreement within stated uncertainties between total NOy measured by CL and SNOy (Figure 9),
where pNO3 (including both inorganic and organic fractions) was often a major contributor
(Figure 10), suggests that most, if not all, of the pNO3 mass measured by the AMS instrument is
sampled and converted into NO by the CL instrument NOy channel. However, potential particle
losses can occur in several places of the NOy inlet of the CL instrument. The NOy inlet,
extensively described by Ryerson et al. (1999), consists of a straight, heated assembly mounted
perpendicularly to the flight direction of the aircraft. Sampling of ambient air occurs under
constant mass flow conditions (1029.5 ± 0.2 sccm) through a sub-critical orifice 1.0 mm in
diameter. Sampled air flows through a heated (90°C) CTFE manifold into a heated (300°C) gold
tube catalyst that volatilizes and catalytically converts NOy species, including pNO3, to NO,
which is then analyzed by the CL instrument. Here, we define particle losses as those particles
that are sampled by the AMS but not by the NOy CL channel as NO. Particle losses may occur in
several places:
1. At the entry of the NOy inlet (due to aspiration losses at a 90° angle).
2. In the CTFE manifold and in the gold tube catalyst by diffusion/impaction.
3. In the CTFE manifold by electrostatic deposition of small particles, due to possible buildup of charges on the non-conductive surface.
4. In the gold tube catalyst due to incomplete evaporation of the particle or incomplete
conversion of pNO3 into NO.
Outside of urban plumes pNO3 is typically well mixed with the bulk of the accumulation mode
(e.g., DeCarlo et al., 2008). Therefore, the volatility observed for ambient pNO3 is typically close
to the bulk volatility (Huffman et al., 2009). Ammonium nitrate is very volatile and evaporates at
~200°C (Docherty et al., 2015). Clarke (1991) reported that in a denuder tube with a residence
time of ~0.35 seconds all non-refractory particulate species except ammonium sulfate (hence
including pNO3) evaporated at 150°C while ammonium sulfate evaporated at 300°C. Since the
residence time in that study is comparable to the residence time in the NOy inlet at lower aircraft
altitudes (Figure SA right panel), pNO3 should be fully volatilized in the gold catalyst of the NOy
inlet heated at 300°C. Note that more refractory inorganic nitrate salts such as sodium nitrate
(often associated with sea salt) and calcium nitrate (from dust) are not considered here, but these
are normally associated with supermicron-sized particles and unlikely to be sampled by the NOy
inlet, as discussed in the next section.
To further characterize pNO3 physical losses listed above, a multistage flow model of the NOy
inlet was constructed following the template of the Particle Loss Calculator (von der Weiden et
al., 2009). The model calculates all aerodynamic particle losses at each stage of the NOy inlet
and provides an estimate of the total pNO3 sampling efficiency. We used the US Standard
Atmosphere and the NASA DC-8 cruise speeds as the ambient boundary conditions, as
previously described by Guo et al. (2021).
Aerodynamic performance of the NOy inlet

The main sources of aerodynamic particle loss in the NOy inlet are the aspiration losses into the
1.0 mm orifice at the tip of the inlet (Figure SA left panel). However, calculated aspiration losses
come with large uncertainties for several reasons:
•

Aspiration losses at a certain angle are calculated with equations designed for a thin tube
sampling at moderate (5–20 m s-1) air speeds (Hangal & Willeke, 1990; Li & Lundgren,
2002). Extrapolating these findings to FIREX-AQ-typical air speeds of 150–250 m s-1
results in large uncertainty. Tsai et al. (1995) have investigated particle losses in thickwalled samplers, but their work predicts even larger, likely unrealistic losses when
extrapolated to high air speeds (Figure SA left panel).

•

There is to the best of our knowledge no other theoretical estimation of aerosol losses for
this type of inlet geometry. However, black carbon sampling efficiency was recently
tested on a fairly similar inlet to that of the CL instrument (Perring et al., 2013).
Unfortunately, no computational fluid dynamics modeling was performed in that study.
The authors empirically demonstrated that their inlet quantitatively sampled aerosol
accumulation mode in the upper troposphere (UT), probably up to 500 nm (see Brock et
al., 2021 for typical aerosol size distributions in the UT). The authors reported clear
losses for cloud particles larger than 1 µm, which may be considered by analogy as an
upper transmission boundary for the NOy inlet. Note that while the overall inlet geometry
used in that study was very similar to that of the NOy inlet, the tip orifice diameter was
larger and the sampled air speed was lower. Hence, these results may not be directly
transferrable to the NOy inlet. Using the Hangal & Willeke (1990) equations, we
calculate a ~450 nm cutoff for aerosol transmission by the Perring et al. (2013) inlet. This
suggests that while model calculations are likely too conservative at high air speeds, they
still have some predictive value.

•

Both the inlet described by Perring et al. (2013) and the NOy inlet were equipped with a
flat and perpendicular flow plate mounted at the tip of the inlet to shield the inlet flow
from turbulence caused by the inlet pylon. In the case of the NOy inlet with its smaller
sampling orifice, air may have been sampled from inside the boundary layer of the flow
plate. This may have resulted in a lower air speed at the tip of the NOy inlet than the
aircraft speed. We investigated the uncertainty of our model by considering the effect of
different air speeds on aerosol transmission in the NOy inlet.

Figure SA Left: Aerosol losses/enhancements calculated for each stage of the NOy inlet at 5 km in altitude and for a
sampled air speed 65% that of the typical NASA DC-8 cruising speed. Also shown is the particle sampling fraction
calculated using the approach formulated by Tsai et al. (1995). Right: Residence time in the NOy inlet, from the tip
to the beginning of the gold catalyst (green) and in the catalyst itself (red). Note that the model assumes that full
volatilization of pNO3 only occurs at the end of the catalyst, thus overestimating diffusion losses.

Estimation of particle losses and sensitivity to air speed
The model was run using three different sampled air speeds: 40%, 65% and 100% of the aircraft
speed. The computed losses were then applied to a case study of the Williams Flat fire smoke
sampled on 07/08/2019 in which pNO3 concentrations were large and variable and pNO3 mass
size distributions were measured. The calculated pNO3 fraction not sampled through the NOy
inlet ranged from 20 to 90%, emphasizing the model sensitivity to sampled air speed. The top
three panels in Figure SB show the correlation between ∆NOySum-CL and the modelled pNO3 not
sampled through the NOy inlet using three different sampled air speeds. The bottom three panels
in Figure SB show the correlation between ∆NOySum-CL and the modelled pNO3 not sampled
through the NOy inlet after removing the calculated pNO3 losses from SNOy. An assumed air
speed of 65% that of the aircraft yields the lowest residuals between ∆NOySum-CL and the
modelled pNO3 losses, suggesting that it may be a good approximation of the sampled air speed
in the NOy inlet.

Figure SB The top three panels show the correlation between ∆NOySum-CL and the modelled pNO3 not sampled
through the NOy inlet for an assumed sampled air speed of 100% (left), 65% (middle) and 40% (right) that of the
aircraft for several Williams Flat fire (WFF) smoke plume transects on 07/08/2019. Each marker corresponds to the
average value for one individual smoke plume transect. The bottom three panels show the correlation between
∆NOySum-CL and the modelled pNO3 not sampled through the NOy inlet after removing the calculated pNO3 losses
from SNOy.

So far, we have used the HR-AMS (see section 2.2.8 of the main text) pNO3 mass size
distributions to estimate pNO3 losses in the NOy inlet. During FIREX-AQ, bulk aerosol volume
size distributions were measured with a Laser Aerosol Spectrometer (LAS) and were overall
comparable to measured distributions by the HR-AMS (Moore et al., 2021). However, some
discrepancies were observed in dense smoke. The sensitivity of pNO3 sampling fraction to the
pNO3 mass size distributions as measured by the HR-AMS and LAS instruments is shown in
Figure SC. At a typical FIREX-AQ sampling altitude of 4–5 km, the uncertainty in the pNO3
mass size distribution adds an additional ~10% uncertainty to the pNO3 sampling fraction
through the NOy inlet.
Figure 12a shows the overall calculated altitude and size dependence of pNO3 pNO3 sampling
fraction through the NOy inlet (assuming a sampled air speed 65% that of the aircraft). pNO3
mass size distribution in the accumulation mode is weighted towards larger sizes in fresh fire
smoke, resulting in a calculated pNO3 sampling fraction through the NOy inlet of about 50%.
For remote and lightly polluted conditions, typical aerosol accumulation mode sizes are
considerably smaller. For instance, about 85% of pNO3 would have been sampled by the NOy
inlet for the range of conditions found over Seoul, South Korea (Nault et al., 2018) according to
the model.

Figure SC Comparison of the calculated pNO3 mass fraction sampled by the NOy inlet assuming a sampled air
speed 65% that of the aircraft and using either the average pNO3 mass size distribution (SD) measured by HR-AMS
(blue) or the average pNO3 volume size distribution measured by LAS (red) in fire smoke on 07/08/2019. Note that
ambient size distributions are not constant with altitude, so these are simplified estimations.

In addition to the aspiration losses there exist diffusion losses of small particles (<100 nm) in the
NOy inlet (Figure SA). These diffusion losses are mostly independent of altitude and may be
overestimated as small particles are assumed in the model to be volatilized at the end of the gold
catalyst. Another source of loss in this size range is electrostatic deposition of aerosols on the
surface of the CTFE manifold. As reported in Kenagy et al. (submitted), these losses are
dependent on charge polarity and residence time. Extrapolation of the laboratory calibrations
done by Kenagy et al. (submitted) resulted in less than 5% loss of sub-100 nm particles in the
NOy inlet.
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S2. Supplementary Figures

Figure S1 Histograms of the fractional error (FE) of 1 s measurements of NO (grey), NO2 (green), HONO (purple),
NOy (red) and CO (blue) for all air sampled in fire smoke.

Figure S2 Fractional error (FE) of 1 s measurements of NO (grey), NO2 (green), HONO (purple), NOy (red) and CO
(blue) as a function of water vapor f for all air sampled in fire smoke.

Figure S3 10Hz measurements of NO by LIF (black) and CL (red) and CO (blue) during the transition from smoke
to background air during the Williams Flat fire on 08/07/2019.

Figure S4 Measurement differences (1Hz data) of a) NO, b)–d) NO2, e) HONO, f) NOy, g) CO as a function of the
species mixing ratios for the entire campaign.

Figure S5 Individual flight comparison of 1Hz NO measurements by LIF versus CL. Slopes (circles) are reported in
the bottom panel and colored by the correlation coefficient value as indicated by the color scale. Intercepts (grey
squares) are reported in the middle panel, and mean ∆NOLIF-CL (grey diamonds) are reported in the top panel. The
average value of each parameter across all wildfire (brown shaded area) and eastern fire (yellow shaded area) flights
is shown by a solid grey line. The first and last flights correspond to the LA Basin flights. The black dotted lines
show the zero. The grey shaded area in the bottom panel indicates the propagated analytical uncertainty. Flight dates
in red indicate that at least one instrument did not report data for those flights.

Figure S6 Individual flight comparison of 1Hz NO2 measurements by LIF versus CL. Slopes (circles) are reported
in the bottom panel and colored by the correlation coefficient value as indicated by the color scale. Intercepts (green
squares) are reported in the middle panel, and mean ∆NOLIF-CL (green diamonds) are reported in the top panel. The
average value of each parameter across all wildfire (brown shaded area) and eastern fire RFs (yellow shaded area)
flights is shown by a solid grey line. The black dotted lines show the zero. The green shaded area in the bottom
panel indicates the propagated analytical uncertainty. Flight dates in red indicate that at least one instrument did not
report data for those flights. Flight dates in blue indicate that NO2 mixing ratios were too low to be precisely
detected by at least one of the instruments.

Figure S7 Same as Figure S4 but comparing the CES against the LIF NO2 measurements.

Figure S8 Same as Figure S4 but comparing the CES against the CL NO2 measurements.

Figure S9 Same as Figure S4 but comparing HONO measurements by CES versus CIMS.

Figure S10 The temperature sensitivity of the CIMS HONO measurement is illustrated by increasing slopes
between CES HONO and CIMS HONO with increasing temperatures when sampling wildfire smoke on 25/07/2019.
The CIMS temperature was monitored throughout FIREX-AQ.

Figure S11 The sum of individually measured NOy species (= NOx + HONO + HNO3 + APNs + pNO3) is compared
with the total NOy measurement by CL in fresh (<1h since emission; in red) and aged smoke (<1h since emission; in
grey) during the wildfires sampling period in panel a). The black (red) line is the ODR fit in the aged (fresh) smoke.
The proportion of individual NOy species to total NOy for each type of smoke is given in panel b).

Figure S12 Same as Figure 9 but using NO-LIF, HONO-CES and NO2-CES as primary measurements in SNOy.

Figure S13 Same as Figure S4 but comparing the sum of individually measured NOy species (= NOx + HONO +
HNO3 + APNs + pNO3) against the total NOy measurement by CL.

Figure S14 Measurement difference (1 s data) between measured NOy and the sum of individually measured NOy
species (= NOx + HONO + HNO3 + APNs + pNO3) as a function of a) HCN and b) NH3. Fractional error (FE) of 1 s
measurements of NOy as a function of c) HCN and d) NH3. Data shown here are for all air masses sampled in fire
smoke.

Figure S15 Same as Figure S4 but comparing CO measurements by TDLAS versus ICOS.

